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EDITORIAL
As always, on behalf of your executive committee, a very Happy and peaceful
New Year to all.
In our Runway 22 of February last year I was reporting on the sad passing of our
President, Gordon Kinsey. Then, just after that newsletter went to press we lost
one of our founder members and all-round great guy, Russell Bailey. His
obituary appeared in the June Runway 22 and our chairman, Martyn Cook wrote
about just how dedicated a member Russell had been.
Another great supporter of our society also died in 2015, Major General Donald
Strait, "Don" to us all, was another enthusiastic member of MHAS. Don would
say that he came over from the States as a young pilot and was, to use an English
saying, "thrown in at the deep end", as with all the other young Americans who
had learned to fly in the clear blue skies of the southern USA he was suddenly
faced not only with life or death combat, but often returning to Martlesham to
descend dangerously through endless cloud.
Now I have to report the passing of two of our Vice Presidents. Lady Joan Bader
and Colonel Mike Yannell. Also another of our American friends, Lt Col David
Thwaites. They all died well into their 90's, so I guess we can say they all had,
"a good innings."
Sadly we have also lost a long term Honorary member and one time Membership
Secretary Jack Sweetman.
Farewell to all. Obituaries are all to be found in this newsletter and on our website.
Our latest Honorary Vice President, Air Commodore Mike Bettell, (Retd), has
written a most interesting account of his time with the iconic English Electric
Lightning. Thanks for that Mike.
Other news and views and articles which hopefully you will all enjoy....
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If you have an article or a story you would like to share with the
other members of the Society then please send it to me....
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Membership Secretary Report

ED

I would like to welcome the 6 new members since the last newsletter.

REMEMBRANCE SERVICE
Our annual Remembrance Service was held on the Barrack square on Sunday
8th. November 2015.
It was really heartening to see that attendance was up substantially on recent
years despite the miserable weather. The rain held off, but at least it was mild.
Our chairman, Martyn Cook was the Parade Marshall and Bishop Jeremy Walsh
took the service. Once again the Felixstowe Salvation Army band were in
attendance.
Our new President, Mr Richard Barker was once again in attendance and
addressed the parade.
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David Empson

Ashley Brewer

John Edwards

Kathryn Edwards

Should you know of anyone wishing to join the following fees apply:
Single Membership cost: £8 on joining, £7 per year thereafter.
Joint Membership costs: £13 on joining, £11 per year thereafter.
Should you wish to contact me my details are as follows:

Joe Cox : 43 Exeter Road : Felixstowe : Suffolk : IP11 9AT
Telephone: (01394) 282047

Email: joecox@hotmail.com
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On landing the top B17 slid off the lower aircraft, which exploded. Rojohn and
Leek were barely hurt as they walked away from the wreckage to become POW's.
Ed.

"
STOP PRESS"
As we go to press we heard that our friends at the Bawdsey Radar Trust have
just received a Lottery grant of £1.4. They have recently also received £196,000
from Historical England to restore this historic home of British radar development.
Our congratulations to Miriam Stead and all who made this possible. ED

Vice President, Colonel Mark Ciero representing the USAF had flown over from
Germany where he is now based to take part in the service.
Wing Commander Phil Nicholson, liaison officer from RAF Mildenhall represented the RAF. Both addressed the Parade.
The Felixstowe 356th ATC and the Kesgrave detachment of the Army cadets
provided an excellent contingent and together with the local Scouts and Guides,
represented the young generation.
Inspector Stuart Weaver represented Suffolk Constabulary. While Mr Richard
Stains represented Martlesham Parish Council. The Royal British Legion, the
RAFA association and the Suffolk branch of the Aircrew association were all
represented.
Once again ‘The Iron Crows’ were in attendance. A band of motor cyclists who
tour round memorial services like ours to raise funds for the Royal British Legion.
Mr Andy Hunt represented Industrious Ltd, the company who manage the
industrial site including the Barrack Square. We are most grateful for their
generous donation.
Finally Mr Rod Caird from the Ipswich Piping society who provided a bagpipe
salute.
Our grateful thanks for all who officiated and to all who turned up for this most
important occasion.
ED

Wh at ’s on
Vicky Gunnell - Programme Secretary

HALCYON DAYS – MY YEARS FLYING LIGHTNINGS

4 March '16 ...….…………... Waiting Confirmation ... WAITING CONFIRMATION

Air Commodore Mike Bettell OBE RAF (Rtd)

'Waiting Confirmation'

1 April '1 .……..…………... Audio Visual Presentation ……….. DIANA PATTEN
'Redhead in the Clouds'

6 May '16 .………………............... AGM + Video ……………….

AGM + VIDEO

"Your Chance to have your Say"

3 June '16 ……………...…. Audio Visual Presentation. PETER SEVILLE- ROWE
'Early American Aviation Pioneers'

1 July '16 …………....…...... Audio Visual Presentation ………... Mike Derrett
'Learning to Fly Tiger Moths' (Cambridge Flying Club)

5 August '16 .…………………... Outside Visit .. IPSWICH TRANSPORT MUSEUM
'Followed by a Buffet' - (To be Confirmed)

Please check website - www.mhas.org.uk - for Programme updates
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It all started with Skeggy beach. I was 13 years old and at RAF Binbrook on a
week’s Easter CCF camp. I loved the atmosphere, the barrack room and the
NAAFI where we could eat as much as we liked and drink gallons of pop. I
even enjoyed the visit to a fish factory in Grimsby. Some of my lucky chums got
a ride in a Canberra but I was to fly in an Anson, an old pre-war twin piston light
bomber/trainer-cum-workhorse. I had never flown before or even seen inside an
aeroplane. The anticipation was overwhelming and my excitement increased as
we were briefed by the pilot. He was called Flt Lt ffolio-ffoster (yes, really), he
had a large handlebar moustache and talked of chatting up popsies and wizard
prangs. We launched off on a beautiful April day into a blue sky with brilliant
white scattered cumulus clouds through which we climbed and gambolled. Then
he did it: he descended to very, very low level and beat up Skegness beach. I
didn’t want it to end; it was intoxicating and I thought this was the most exciting
day of my life. That night I recall dreaming about flying and resolved to try to
become a pilot in the RAF.
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As soon as I could on returning to school I applied for an RAF scholarship but,
although I passed the initial phase at the Officer and Aircrew Selection Centre at
RAF Hornchurch I was rejected after the second part at Cranwell. Deep gloom
descended as I pondered that the RAF didn’t want me. So, at 16 years of age
after a year in the 6th form and 7 O levels I left school to do what my mother had
always wanted me to do which was to become an articled clerk to a chartered
accountant in London. Two years passed. I can’t say that it was all dull; I even
enjoyed it at times, especially when I was allowed to travel to clients alone to do
the books. But then, late one December afternoon in 1961, I was returning from
a job in the East End when I passed the RAF recruiting office in Holborn which
in the gloom was invitingly lit up like a Christmas tree. On impulse I paid off
the taxi and went in, to be greeted by a very smart RAF flight lieutenant (also
with a handlebar moustache) who explained that failure to get an RAF scholarship did not preclude joining the Service. Since I didn’t have any A levels I
couldn’t apply for Cranwell which was a disappointment so my only route in
was via the Aircrew Selection Centre, now at Biggin Hill, and a Direct Entry
commission. This time I passed, and after 4 months tough basic training at
South Cerney, near Cirencester, I presented myself at RAF Leeming in Yorkshire
to learn to fly the Jet Provost.
Yorkshire was delightful and made better by pubs selling beer at a shilling a pint.
During our stay we made numerous trips to nearby Ripon which had many
agreeable hostelries as well as a Teacher Training College which had 365
unattached ladies between the ages of 18-24. I was about to start flying and was
in heaven. I thought before my first flight that flying would be a piece of cake
but I soon discovered it wasn’t. We started in late November 1962 and I was
building nicely towards the major milestone of first solo when bad weather and
the Christmas break interrupted progress. I went solo soon after but then the
appalling winter of 1963 really set in and grounded us for long periods, so much
so that I had to repeat several sorties and go “first” solo for a second time!
Continuity is so important when learning to fly and several of my fellow students
fell by the wayside because of the weather interruptions that year. But after this
shaky start, I made rapid progress and proudly received my wings about a year
later.
There then followed 6 months on the Gnat at the Advanced Flying Training
School at RAF Valley in Anglesey. Valley is a beautiful location and is well
suited to a training airfield. The only drawback for flying is rotor streaming, a
phenomenon which occurs when the wind aligns with valleys in Snowdonia
which increase a gentle breeze to strong gusty conditions which make for tricky
landings. In later years I thought the Gnat was not a very suitable trainer. It was
tiny and one felt one put it on rather than climbing into it. It had a phenomenal
roll rate and was quite “twitchy” to handle. It was so small that when the
undercarriage was raised the centre of gravity moved back a long way. To
counter this, the datum for the tailplane had to be linked to the mainwheels to

31, 1944, was delayed because of fog, and when we assembled the group and
departed the coast of England, we learned that the fighter escort had been
delayed due to the weather.’
It took ‘almost as much time to rendezvous to go on a mission as it did to
complete a mission,’ Rojohn recalled, ‘because the weather in England was
always bad, and we had to circle around and around until we broke out above the
overcast. Our squadrons (Rojohn flew in C Squadron), then formed, and we met
other groups until we got into a long line of traffic heading toward Germany.
We were somewhere in the neighbourhood of 25,000 feet. At that time I don’t
think much was known about the jet stream, but we had a tail wind of about 200
nautical miles an hour. We got into the target pretty quick. Over the target, we
had just about everything but the kitchen sink thrown at us.’
Leek’s recollections of the Hamburg mission were equally vivid: ‘The target and
the sky over it were black from miles away. The flak was brutal. We flew through
flak clouds and aircraft parts for what seemed like an hour.’
We turned 180 degrees back toward the North Sea,’ Rojohn said. ‘So an 80-knot
tailwind became an 80-knot headwind. We were probably making only about 50
or 60 mph ground speed. The flak was heavy as we crossed the coastline.’
Over the North Sea, Rojohn remembered, they were flying at 22,000 feet when
they ‘encountered wave after wave of German fighters. We just barely got out
over the North Sea, and the sky was rumbling around us with exploding flak and
Messerschmitt Me-109 fighter planes so close I could see the faces of the young
German pilots as they went by. They were just having a field day with our
formation. We lost plane after plane.’
According to an account written by Tech. Sgt. Orville E. Elkin, Rojohn’s top
turret gunner and engineer: ‘The fighters came from every direction, 12 o’clock,
6 o’clock, from the bottom and from the top. Your body becomes cold and numb
from fright as you realize that only one-sixteenth of an inch of aluminium stands
between you and this battery of firepower.’ Ten planes were quickly lost.
Rojohn maneuvered to take a position to fill the void created when a B-17 (No.
43-338436) piloted by 2nd Lt. Charles C. Webster went down in flames and
exploded on the ground. ‘I was going into that void when we had a tremendous
impact,’ Rojohn recalled. Feeling the bomber shudder, the men immediately
thought their plane had collided with another aircraft. It had, but in a way that
may never have happened before or since.
Another B-17 (No. 43-338457), piloted by 1st Lt. William G. MacNab and 2nd
Lt. Nelson B. Vaughn, had risen upward. The top turret guns on MacNab’s plane
had pierced through the aluminum skin on the bottom of Rojohn’s plane, binding
the two huge planes together. Finding the elevators and ailerons still working
Rojohn and William Leek cut their engines and by using the engines of the lower
aircraft, three of which were still running, slowly turned the two aircraft towards
land. Four of the crew bailed out and the aircraft descended to cross the enemy
coast at 10,000ft.
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Armstrong to form the "British Aircraft Corporation."
This was one of the factors, coupled with an uncertain delivery date, that
increased the costs of designing such a futuristic aircraft to an amount that
eventually led to its demise.
A most fascinating talk delivered by one of the actual design team.
Our meeting on Friday 8th January featured an illustrated talk by Mr Roger
Kennell from Hadleigh.
Roger gave us a fascinating story of aviation in the pre Great War era. In 1909
several people reported sightings of large "cigar" shaped objects in the sky. The
authorities at first dismissed these sightings as fantasies and "phantoms" They
were the equivalent of today's UFO's. However, they eventually conceded that
they were airships flown over from Germany. Clearly Germany already had
designs of a military nature even then.
A Royal Naval Air Station had been established at Shotley, but was soon moved
to Felixstowe and became the nationally important Marine Aircraft Research
Establishment. The naval equivalent to the Aeroplane and Armament Experimental Establishment here at Martlesham.
Roger went on to describe just how informal those early pioneers of the air were.
One outstanding young naval pilot "dropped in" at Little Holland, (now Holland
on Sea), because he knew his sister was on holiday there. After lunching with
her he "became airborne and entertained an astonished audience of bystanders
by doing daring stunts", before flying off only to land on the greensward on the
Front at Frinton on Sea to visit friends, "before flying off at a great height."
That young pilot was Reginald Marix, who bombed the Zeppelin sheds at
Dusseldorf in 1914 and destroyed two Zeppelins inside The loss of a leg in a
flying accident in 1916 put an end to his flying career. Despite that Reginald
Marix achieved the rank of Air Vice Marshall before retiring in 1945.

It was the 22nd mission for 1st Lt. Glenn H. Rojohn, the pilot of B-17 No.
42-231987, and 2nd Lt. William G. Leek, Jr, his co-pilot. Both men had been
scheduled for leave after flying several missions in a row. But their plans were
interrupted at 4 a.m. that day when they were awakened for the so-called
maximum effort, which meant, as Rojohn later explained, ‘Everyone flies.’
Thirty-seven heavy bombers took off with the 100th Bomb Group that day. Only
25 planes returned to England.
Following breakfast and briefing at the base, home to members of the 100th
Bomb Group from June 1943 to December 1945, Rojohn and Leek learned that
their target would be Hamburg, a port city with numerous oil refineries and
submarine pens. Second Lieutenant Robert Washington, the ship’s navigator,
recalled the start of that, his 27th, mission: ‘Takeoff on the morning of December

move it to retain control. If this linkage failed – which it did quite frequently –
even with full forward stick the nose rose uncontrollably. The solution was to
lower the undercarriage again which meant that a good few sorties were lost
through this malfunction. It wasn’t a particularly reliable aeroplane in other
respects either but it was great fun to fly when mastered.
Valley was followed by another 6 month course, this time on the glorious Hunter
at the Tactical Weapons Unit at Chivenor in Devon. Nothing could be better for
a young bachelor than flying a truly great fighter on the North Devon coast in
summer. We learned about low level navigation, battle formation and air combat
and, for the first time, we fired live weapons in the form of air-ground and air-air
gunnery. The latter is a mysterious art which I did not master at all at Chivenor
and it was only years later when flying the Phantom that I managed some decent
scores.
Then it was to the
Lightning Operational Conversion Unit
(OCU) at RAF Coltishall near Norwich
which was probably
the happiest station I
ever served on. It’s
sad to think that this
wonderful, vibrant
place which performed a vital defence task for decades
is now a prison. At
Coltishall, for the first
time we were treated
like adults. All the
staff were highly professional yet managed to combine the serious business of
Lightning flying with some serious partying. The single WAAFs from RAF
Neatishead were housed in the mess with us which added great spice to the mix.
My instructor was a very laid back and very tall USAF captain who made flying
this extraordinarily powerful aeroplane seem possible. I remember being in awe
on my first sortie of the sheer size of the beast and having to climb up a steep
ladder just to get in. Then, whilst taxying, even with both the engines at idle, it
wanted to accelerate away down the taxiway. It felt like a pure-bred steeple
chaser which couldn’t wait to leap the first fence.
After the OCU course, I flew the Lightning operationally for nearly 5 years at
RAF Wattisham in Suffolk, the beautiful county which has been my home for
more than 35 years. I accumulated a little under 1000hrs in that time. Average
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PIGGY-BACK B-17'S
Horror Story from the Bloody 100th at Dickleburgh

sortie lengths were around 45 mins so there was a lot of strapping-in and
unstrapping. On most days we were planned for 3 sorties and often 4 but we
rarely achieved that although on one day I flew 5 trips: 2 Lightning and 3 Hunter.
I look back on those days with great affection and consider myself fortunate that
the Lightning was pretty kind to me. It took years longer in the Phantom, which
I flew later, for me to feel as at home as I did in the Lightning. It was a delight
to fly: brutally powerful yet could be finessed in a way that few others could
match. However, it did bite me once or twice and those events form most of the
stories that follow.
I recall my first solo in a Lightning F1 single seater at the Coltishall OCU at the
end of December 1964. It was a clear day and ideal for the trip. The sortie went
as planned and was uneventful until I came back to base to practice some
circuits. The sun was low in the west on that winter afternoon and as I turned
finals on the westerly runway and settled on the approach I couldn’t see through
the front windscreen. As the aircraft slowed and the nose rose, the windscreen
was pretty close to being parallel with the ground and it was filthy which,
together with the low sun, made it effectively opaque. The groundcrew had
forgotten to clean the screen and, in my inexperience, I hadn’t noticed it when I
climbed in. So I overshot and tried again but, of course, the same thing
happened. Fuel was getting to be a worry now so I called the tower to see if the
duty pilot had any advice. My instructor’s calm voice came over the ether
advising me to set the aeroplane up for the approach, try to look out of the side
windows to line up and land. I did as he suggested but I recall thinking at the
time that I had no idea where the ground was so I just held everything and waited
for the bang. As it happened, the landing was satisfactory, but it was pure luck.
My first night solo at Coltishall also proved to be testing. Once again, I was
briefed to come back to the circuit with fuel for about 3 approaches. The night
was perfect and as I turned finals for the first time I found that the seat was too
low to see the runway properly so I raised it for a better view. The Lightning
ejection seat had an electric motor which ran the seat cushion up and down to
allow for differing pilot sizes. On this occasion, I selected the switch to raise the
seat but it ran away fully up and wouldn’t come down. So I found myself with
my helmet hard against the canopy and my head cranked over to the left at 90º.
It gave a whole different perspective on things! I overshot and tried a couple of
approaches but couldn’t set the aeroplane up properly. Landing the Lightning at
night was, at least initially, slightly alarming because the runway surface was not
visible and it always felt to me like I was hurtling into a black hole with the
runway lights up round my ears. Perhaps it was the high nose attitude or the
sheer speed at touchdown (155 kts/175 mph). As it was my first night solo in a
single seater I had no experience to go on. As on my first day solo, I just had to
set the thing up for the landing as best I could and hope that I hit the runway in
roughly the right place. To my great relief I got away with it but once again it
was more by luck than judgement. There was much giggling later in the

He died age 94. Another of what our American friends rightly call, "the greatest
generation."
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MONTHLY MEETINGS ROUNDUP
Our meeting on Friday, 2nd October featured an illustrated talk by Krys
Lanowski, the proud son of a former Polish airman.
Witold Lanowski was born in 1915 and was destined to fly for the air force of
four different air countries!
At the fall of Poland in 1939 he was an instructor teaching Polish air force
cadets. When his country was invaded he walked most of the way to the south
of France and was captured on the way but managed to escape. He flew for the
French air force against the Germans before escaping once more from the
advancing German army.
He arrived in England during the "Battle of Britain" and then flew with the Free
Polish RAF where he flew the Spitfire. The Mk1, 2, VB and Ixc.
Witold Lanowski obtained a transfer to the USAAF in March 1944 and mostly
flew the Republic P47, with "Zemkes Wolfpack", the 56th Fighter Group
USAAF at Halesworth.
Friday November, 6th and at our monthly meeting we were entertained by two
old friends of our society. Clive and Linda Denny run Vintage Fabrics, a
company specialising in re-covering fabric flying surfaces of vintage aircraft and
painting them.
Another "full house" were present to listen to Clive, who has been spending
much of his time recently down at the Biggin Hill Heritage Hangar, on the
famous old Battle of Britain fighter station in Kent.
Clive is a display pilot and is qualified to fly various aircraft, including Spitfires
and Hurricanes.
The Biggin Hill Heritage hangar is currently home to several vintage aircraft in
various stages of restoration.
Several video clips were shown, including the Battle of Britain 75th anniversary
which was featured on television. Clive was one of the pilots on that day, when
so many Spitfires and Hurricanes formed an impressive formation over southern
England.
Our meeting on Friday, 4th December was very well attended for an illustrated
talk entitled, "The TSR2 Story."
Chris Blundell is one of our members and was on the design team for the ill-fated
TSR2. An aircraft which was intended to push the boundaries of bomber design
and replace the "V" bomber force. Chris explained that politics got in the way
from the early days when the Duncan Sandys white paper of 1957 demanded that
the existing aeroplane manufacturers should merge. English Electric, who were
designing the TSR2, merged with the Bristol Aircraft Company and Vickers

Mike Yannell was a squadron commander with the 356th Fighter Group at
Martlesham. He joined the Army Air Corp in 1941 and prior to arriving at
Martlesham he had seen service in North Africa and Italy.
He flew 80 missions dive bombing and 52 missions as a fighter pilot, flying
P47's and P51's. Mike Yannell was the holder of two (American), DFC's and the
Croix De Guerre.

David Thwaites flew with the 361st squadron of the 356th Fighter Group here at
Martlesham. He flew P.47's until September 1944 when he returned to the USA
to become an instructor. David Thwaites was the second highest scoring pilot in
his squadron.

squadron when I explained what had happened but I didn’t see the joke at the
time.
After successfully graduating from the OCU I was thrilled to be posted to 111(F)
Sqn at RAF Wattisham as my first squadron. It had recently re-equipped with
brand new Lightning F3s with a completely different cockpit layout to previous
versions. We had no 2-seaters at the time (these came later) and no simulator.
The boss of my new squadron was feared by all and so I was slightly apprehensive to learn that my first trip on the squadron was with him. It was in a Hunter,
which I hadn’t flown for some while, which was equipped with a similar
instrument system to the new Lightning. I survived this test and later that day
was sent solo for my first flight in an F3. The weather was very good on this
April day and after doing some high level handling I was really enjoying myself
in this fantastic front-line fighter. I broke into the circuit for my first go at
landing my new steed, turned downwind and selected undercarriage down.
Normally, 3 red lights appeared on the indicator showing that the gear was
unlocked followed shortly by 3 greens to show that the nose wheel and main
wheels were locked down. On this occasion there were no lights at all and, in
my inexperience, I couldn’t remember hearing or feeling the wheels go down.
On most other aeroplanes, whilst serious, an undercarriage malfunction would
probably not result in an ejection but in the Lightning’s case the firm advice was
that the aircraft should be abandoned rather than attempt a landing with one or
both main wheels unlocked or up because of the risk of cartwheeling. I hadn’t
been exposed to this emergency in a simulator so to face it on my first sortie in
a brand new front-line aeroplane caused me some dismay, to say the least. I
wouldn’t describe my feeling as fear for my personal safety; I was after all 21
years old and therefore indestructible. It was more the loss of face and fear of
rejection by my new squadron mates, not to mention what the fearsome squadron commander might say. These thoughts rushed through my mind as I realised
that I may well have to throw away one of Her Majesty’s hugely expensive new
fighters. I overshot and asked the local controller in the control tower if my
undercarriage was down. He declined to say one way or the other and said he’d
get the duty pilot to have a look. I pondered whether to cycle the undercarriage
up and down again but decided to leave well alone. I went around the circuit and
again flew past the tower and enquired again about the state of the gear. “The
duty pilot hasn’t arrived yet” was the unhelpful response. By this time, the fuel
was getting low and my thoughts turned to how much I needed to climb and
transit to the coast to point the aeroplane out to sea before ejecting. This added
to the pressure. I flew round once more but still no duty pilot had arrived in the
tower. The fuel state now meant that it was crunch time: land or eject. I decided
to use the emergency undercarriage lowering system and reached down and
pulled the yellow and black initiating handle. Unfortunately, I pulled the wrong
one. Unfamiliarity with the cockpit and thought processes clouded by events
were the causes. The handle I pulled was the ventral tank jettison which was also
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Honorary Member My tribute to a gentle man - Martyn Cook
How well I remember our committee meetings back in the 90’s. We held them
in Jack and Jean’s home in Heathlands Park just off the Foxhall Road.
Jack was the society’s Membership Secretary ably assisted by Jean. Their home
was always warm and cosy with large comfortable arm chairs, one of which
‘Holly’ (Charles ‘Holly Hall) always made a bee line for.
Jack in is his working life was a sign writer. He produced some remarkable art
work for the society some of which can still be seen today.
Jack was a very gentle man and hid his light under a bushell. Nothing was too
much trouble and he never appeared to get upset.
Computers were around, but Jack preferred to keep the membership records in
a little plastic box, it worked.
Eventually Jack and Jean felt it was time to hand the reins over to someone else
and they were both made Honorary members.
Some years later Jack became ill and required specialist nursing. Jean along
with their daughter Marilyn had to make that horrible decision that many of you
will have made, to place Jack into a specialist home.
Jack sadly passed away in November 2015 at the grand age of 97 years. But
that’s not the end of the story.
During the funeral service we heard that Jack was lucky to have made it through
the war. Jack served in the army and was captured and became a Prisoner of War.
Jacks story is something out of a Boys own Annual. I said at the start that Jack
hid his his light under a bushell.
I will try and get a copy of the story from the family for the next issue of Runway
22, don’t miss it.

Honorary Member -

yellow and black and unhelpfully placed next to the emergency undercarriage
handle. The empty tank, which was scabbed on to the underside of the earlier
marks of Lightning almost as an afterthought, duly came off and floated to earth,
apparently like a falling leaf. Fortunately, it landed harmlessly on the airfield.
As soon as I pulled the handle a fraction of an inch I realised my mistake and
pushed it back in but it was too late. Now the pressure was really on, and my
thoughts were further infected by the mistake I’d made. In disgust, I pulled the
correct handle but it made no difference to the undercarriage indications. By this
time the duty pilot was in the tower and said firmly “Turn downwind and land”.
I did, although as I touched down there was a flutter of anxiety as I wondered if
it would hurt if the undercarriage collapsed. But all was well; it was only an
indicator fault after all. When I got back into the crewroom someone told me
that the boss wanted to see me in his office. I had been told of the baseball bat
which hung menacingly on his wall and wondered what he might do with it. In
the end, only my pride was bruised after a humiliating dressing down. I was
given 2 weeks Orderly Officer which involved tedious daily duties and being
confined to camp but, worst of all, I was grounded. In subsequent years, I
thought the punishment was a bit heavy, given the circumstances. The boss
wasn’t in the least mollified by the fact that the tank was recovered, pressure
tested and re-fitted to an aircraft. He must have forgiven me, however, because
he later let me fly with him in the 2 seater (a T4) as he led the squadron’s 9-ship
formation at the Paris Air Show a few months later.
I managed to repair my reputation during the rest of the tour to the point where
I was selected for the Interceptor Weapons Instructor course back at Coltishall at
the end of 1966. This was an intense 4 month course with 2 students and 3
instructors. I never felt more under the microscope but, at the end, my fellow
student and I knew a great deal about the Lightning weapons system and how to
operate the aeroplane. I was slightly disappointed to be posted to the newlyformed 29 (F) Sqn, again at Wattisham, when 74 (F) Sqn in Singapore was on
the cards. But the tour proved to be one of the most satisfying of my flying
career as the task of bringing the squadron aircrew to operational standard in 6
months and then maintaining that standard fell largely to me. I was fortunate to
have a very understanding and co-operative squadron commander who let me
have my head. There were a few incidents on the way and one or 2 stick in the
memory.
The Lightning Mk3’s major weakness was its lack of fuel. With 2 exceptionally
powerful but very thirsty engines, its 7500 lbs (around 9300 gals) of useable fuel
could be burnt off in a matter of minutes if one really tried. So pilots developed
a kind of strabismus with one eye fixed on the fuel gauge and the other looking
at everything else. There was a constant need to balance doing the mission to
the full whilst retaining enough fuel to cope with unexpected weather conditions
which so often tried to catch one out in UK. This was brought home to me one
early winter day which was, unusually, forecast to be clear. I was doing a

As all the postings listed above were deemed to be on 'Active Service' National
Servicemen were entitled to wear the GSM (General Service Medal ) on their
battle dress together with any other medals awarded by the Queen or awarded
by the country in which the action took place.
It is also worth remembering that 20,000 National Service men died between
1948 to 1960 serving their country and, sadly, nearly 200 committed suicide.
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OBITUARIES
14th July 1926 - 3rd November 2015
Peter was the eldest of three children, their parents died at a young age which
left the children without a home. He was called up for National Service in 1944
for two years after which he signed up for another 9 years after his National
Service, attaining the rank of corporal in the RAMC. He served in Burma,
Rangoon sailing from Liverpool, he was also posted to Germany and the UK. In
1956, during the Suez crisis he was recalled to the RAMC at the Aldershot
Barracks preparing to sail from Southampton for the Suez area. The crisis was
resolved before he sailed and he was stood down and returned to Ipswich.
In 1955 he met his future wife Jennifer and they married in Ipswich in 1959.
Peter worked at Crane's Fluid Systems Ipswich for 35 years retiring in 1991. His
hobbies included Aero Modeling, Bowls and his main love, being a member and
part of the Martlesham Heath Aviation Society for which he had great enthusiasm to the end. Peter also worked as a volunteer for Oxfam in Ipswich for 15
years, from 1991 until 2006.
Peter told his wife that the MHAS is just a wonderful place to be, he was at his
happiest when busy at the Control Tower Museum.
He leaves a widow, son Paul and daughter Rachel. He is sadly missed by his
MHAS friends.

Vice President Sadly we have to announce the passing of one of our Honorary Vice Presidents’.
Lady Joan Bader, wife of the late Group Captain Sir Douglas Bader, has died
aged 97. Joan was a nurse during WW2 and became Douglas Bader’s second
wife in 1973, after he had become widowed.
Lady Joan Bader graciously accepted our offer of Hon. Vice President a few
years ago.

Vice President Colonel Mike Yannell was another Honorary Vice President of our society. he
died in October age 97.

NATIONAL SERVICE - 1947 TO 1960
National Service was created by an Act of Parliament in 1948. The Act extended
conscription from World War 2 into peacetime and continued until 1963. The
Act was repealed in 1960 with the last National Serviceman 'demobbed' in 1963.
Initially the Act decreed that healthy males aged 18 years or over were obliged
to serve in the Armed Forces for 18 months, however, after the outbreak of the
Korean War, the length of service for National Servicemen was extended to two
years.
The Act encompassed all men born between 1927 and 1939. During this period
of years in excess of 2,000,000 youths were conscripted; an average of 6000 per
month. The only exemptions were the Clergy, students, the insane and the blind.
Of the 2,000,000 plus who were conscripted: 50% went into the Army; the RAF
took most of the rest with a very small proportion going into the Navy.
All youths were notified of their impending conscription by receipt of a manilla
envelope stamped with a HM FORCES logo. The recipient then was given
instructions of where to attend a medical examination and intelligence assessment and, if you failed to attend both, the Military Police would come knocking
on your door to find out why.
Depending on the results of the fitness and intelligence test, you were assigned
to either a line Regiment ie Infantry or Artillery or a Corp. such as Royal Signals:
REME; RAOC; Education Corp.; Intelligence Corp.; Medical Corp. etc.
If you went into the RAF as a National Serviceman, you were invariably classed
as ground crew or ground staff, as very few National Servicemen qualified as
pilots.
All conscripts had to undergo basic training or 'square bashing', this lasted for 4
to 16 weeks, depending whether you were in the Infantry or going on afterwards
to trade training. This could last up to 24 weeks, you were then assigned to an
Army/RAF base either in the UK or overseas to complete the remainder of your
service.
What is forgotten today is the number of 'Emergency Actions' that National
Servicemen were involved in, these are listed belowMalayan Emergency- 1948 to 1960.
Korean War- 1950 to 1953.
Kenyan Emergency- 1952 to 1960.
Cyprus Emergency- 1955 to 1960.
Suez Emergency- 1956.
As can be seen from the list above, National Service men, whether Army of
RAF, were engaged in some form of continuous action from 1948 to 1960.

singleton mission against a jamming target and was concluding the last interception when there was a general recall from base because of deteriorating weather.
At Wattisham we were fortunate to have 2 large American airfields close by –
Wethersfield and Bentwaters. The planned fair weather landing fuel was 1600
lbs. This catered for an overshoot at Wattisham in the event of a blocked runway
plus a diversion at low level to one of these airfields (depending on which
runway was in use) whilst allowing for a landing with an absolute minimum of
800 lbs below which the fuel gauges became unreliable. The procedures were
practiced regularly and we had great confidence in the system and the American
controllers. On this occasion I had just sufficient fuel to land with 1600 lbs from
a visual approach. However, the recall was due to completely unforecast fog
which swept in from the sea to the east and enveloped the airfield. I therefore
had to make an instrument approach – a talk down by air traffic control – which
took more fuel than I had allowed for. The minimum height one could descend
to without being in visual contact with the ground was 220ft. I concentrated very
hard on the instruments to do an accurate approach because I had been warned
that the visibility was very poor and, sure enough, when I looked up at 220ft I
was still in cloud and could see nothing. I pressed on a little but then chickened
out and overshot, asking for a diversion to Bentwaters. Of course, the fog
affecting Wattisham was also affecting Bentwaters which was further east so I
didn’t feel very confident that I’d get in there either. My prospects looked
gloomy. The diversion went like clockwork and again I worked very hard to fly
the instruments accurately and put out of my mind the fuel gauges which I had
never seen so low. I began to wonder if I’d even have enough to get to the coast
to bail out. As I descended through the murk and looked up at 220 ft - glory be!
- I spotted strobe lights which are extremely bright and transit rapidly up the
centreline approach lights on American airfields. These are not fitted to British
military bases but after this experience I thought they should be. I landed
successfully but it was entirely due to those strobes. Without them we would
have lost at least 2 Lightnings that day.
My final story concerns my very last trip in the Lightning. I was dreading this
moment because I truly loved flying the aircraft and didn’t want to move on even
though I was set next to fly the Phantom. I was a bachelor and so the Lightning
and the squadrons I was on had become my life. But to return to my last trip
which was to be a singleton low level navigation cross country. I taxied out and
lined up before roaring off down the north easterly runway. As I lifted off, the
central warning panel lit together with its warning bell. I looked down to see
that I had a fire warning in the No 1 engine. The drill for this was to throttle back
the affected engine and, if the warning persisted, immediately to shut down the
engine, turn off the high pressure fuel cock and operate the fire extinguisher,
which I did. The next immediate action was to jettison the ventral tank (of which
I had experience as I’ve described!). The Lightning, uniquely, had one engine
mounted above the other and the No 1 was the lower of the 2. The drill
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anticipated that with a fire in the lower engine just above the ventral tank there
was a danger of a fuel burn or explosion if the tank is retained. Unfortunately,
at Wattisham, taking off on the north easterly runway meant flying over the
centre of Stowmarket; I obviously couldn’t drop a full fuel tank over the middle
of a town. The warning light remained on. By this time I had slowed down and,
keeping below cloud, I descended to low level, found a likely field and dropped
the tank. After a few seconds, the warning light went out so I recovered back to
Wattisham and landed. The underside of the aircraft was badly scorched and
burned so I suspect that I was quite lucky to land without further incident. In
subsequent months and years, after I had left the Lightning force, several aircraft
were lost due to fires which burned through the control rods.
Reading the above may lead one to think that the Lightning was dangerous or
unreliable which was not the case. Its major systems rarely gave trouble
although the radar was prone to frequent failure. It carried me faithfully through
nearly 5 years of exciting and productive flying which I would not have missed
for anything. I’ve spoken to many Lightning pilots since, including some from
Saudi Arabia, who without exception say that it was the finest aircraft we had
the privilege of flying. It was a wonderful testament to the designers and
engineers who built it at a time when the British aircraft industry led the world.

MHAS ARCHIVISTS
Alan Smith, who has done so much valuable work as our archivist for several
years and who I often call upon for Runway 22 contributions, decided to retire
due to failing eyesight. He does however intend to continue with researching
Martlesham Heath as an airfield.
Robin Durrell, a society member who has been helping Alan with the considerable task of recording and filing our history has been appointed ‘Society Activist’.
However, Alan is to important to the museum to retire. So Robin had the very
clever idea of Alan taking on the roll of, "Museum Consultant Archivists." The
committee concurred with Robins idea and Alan Smith is now the society's,
‘Museum Consultant Archivist’. Thank you Robin.
We are most grateful for all the work that Alan Smith has done and we thank him
most sincerely.
Whilst recently sorting through some files they came across this amusing poem.
One of the strange "hybrid" aircraft to be seen at Martlesham in the immediate
post-war years was Avro Lincoln RA716. This was the dawn of the jet age and
RA716 sported two Rolls Royce Avon jet engines in place of two of the standard
RR Merlins. It was sent in by Charles Phillips. one of our "long distance"
members. It was not dated so we cannot say how long ago Charles sent it. He
also says that what he sent "is as much of the poem that I can remember!"
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disconnection of the bottom of the control column from the elevator pushrod. He
was just able to grasp the loose end of the push rod below the seat and then
brought the machine in for a good final approach, controlling the engine with the
magneto switch with his free hand but was unable to see out of the cockpit. At
touchdown this caused him to bounce several times until finally the propeller
touched the turf and the machine turnover onto his back. Fortunately Raynham
managed to escaped injury. The S.2 was returned to Cricklewood but found to
be beyond repair and the U.S. Navy then cancelled the contract.
Alan Smith

TECHNOLOGY - WHO NEEDS IT?
During the late 30's, when the Air Ministry acquired Bawdsey Manor for the
purposes of developing "Chain Home" radar much speculation existed from the
local population as to what exactly was going on there. Strange enormous masts
were being erected and stories of "death rays" and powerful "beams" designed
to bring down enemy aircraft abounded.
The late Keith Wood was one of our members and a member of the team of
boffins at Bawdsey. In his book, "Echoes and Reflections," he records being
greatly amused by some of the characters around Felixstowe Ferry, which is on
the other side of the river Deben.
Ernie Aldous was proprietor of the Ferry Boat Inn and his friend was Vic Keeble,
who ran the nearby Victoria Inn. Albert was Ernie's son. Between them they ran
they bus service that plied between Bawdsey ferry and the centre of Felixstowe.
A distance of about 4 miles.
Keith relates the story that one day Albert was driving past the golf course on his
way to Felixstowe when the bus, which was one of two, bought "very second
hand", from the Eastern Counties Bus company, broke down.
Ernie went into the Golf club and borrowed the 'phone to call his father, who
eventually arrived with the other bus for a tow back to the ferry.
Oh dear! Surprise, surprise, the other bus broke down too. Albert returned to the
Golf club and was soon on the 'phone to the Bawdsey Manor radar team. "Will
you turn that bloddy thing orf over there? Oi can't get either of me buses to goo!"
The story of mysterious "death rays" was a potent one at the time. Many
motorists bravely had a run down to the ferry to see if their cars would be
affected. I believe my Dad was one of them!
Alan Powell
The following was sent to me some time ago and it was either sent in to me
anonymously or, what is more likely, I failed to record who it was from. If that
was the case my apologies to somebody out there and thanks for sending it!
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brought you some Fire.”
The second time traveller announced that, “after the Bad Thing and Fire we were
very happy except for carrying heavy things. So we invented the Wheel and now
life is almost perfect. So here’s the Wheel.”
And the third time traveller declared that, “life was almost perfect, but we still
had to work. Now we’ve invented something to abolish work and it’s called
Money. You just pass it around and apparently, if you pass it quick enough it
grows and grows all by itself and nobody has to work at all. So I’ve brought you
some Money.”

HANDLEY PAGE S2 AT MARTLESHAM
During the prewar periods when Martlesham was the primary aircraft testing
station for both military and civil aircraft. Company test pilots would also come
and fly their aircraft here. In fact in the early days some of the new aircraft were
brought to Martlesham by road ,assembled and made their first flight with a
Company test pilot here.
In 1921 the United States Navy had indicated that it wanted a single seat fighting
aeroplane armed with two machine guns capable of operating either from the
deck of a carrier or as a seaplane.
Handley Page decided to design an aircraft to meet this specification. Three
aircraft were planned. The first was built and tested at Cricklewood but was
found to be unstable. To cure this would entail major work on the first aircraft
and it was abandoned.
The second aircraft was modified with dihedral and various other changes.
Because the Handley
Page test pilot who did
the original testing was
engaged on other work
Mr F.P. Raynham, A prewar pilot who was experienced in high-speed
flight was engaged to carry on the trials. When the
aircraft (designated-S.2)
was completed it was taken by road in February 1924 to Martlesham where Raynham made its first flight
and found it completely satisfactory. He clocked up an excellent full throttle
performance over the measured speed course of over 146 mph but during the
second flight in an attempt to improve on this he suddenly found himself at
2.000 feet without any elevator control. He managed to keep on a steady course
while he felt around for the cause of the defect. He soon identified this as a
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You've heard of phantom fitters
and phantom riggers too.
But have you heard the story
in Decembers' Flying Review?
From a reader in the Midlands
who says that he has met,
a Lincoln not with four Merlins,
but two pistons and two jets!
What is this phantom aircraft
they tell us does not exist?
A spaceship down from Venus?
Or perhaps a patch of mist?
Maybe its a spaceship
flown by captain Dare.
You cannot shoot the darn thing down
because it really isn't there.
Alas you armchair experts
This time you dropped a clanger.
Such an aircraft does exist
We have it in our hangar!
So please inform John Postings,
His eyes aren't playing tricks.
T'was our own Avro Lincoln RA716

.
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GORDON KINSEY - ARTIST
Nobody is more responsible for preserving the aviation history and heritage of
Martlesham than our late president, Gordon Kinsey.
Apart from his undoubted talent as a successful author Gordon was an accomplished artist.
Apart from being a wonderful historian we remember him mostly from his pen
and ink drawings of aircraft, but he could also draw wildlife. I came across this
beautiful drawing of an Avocet whilst reading his book, "Orfordness - Secret
Site."

LETTER SPOT
With an Aviation hat on I would like to thank Colin Whitmore MHAS/SVEC
member, all SVEC/EAPC members, also Roger Brown of
EAPC/MHAS membership for making the end of season visit to Martlesham
Heath Aviation Society Museum on Sunday 18th October such a good day out.
We were lucky with the weather and I felt people were happy walking around
chatting to each other, comparing their prized possessions, (cars not wives!) and
looking around the MHAS Control Tower Museum.
I would like to especially thank Frank Cox of the SVEC who organized the draw
and donated the wonderful wicker basket of fruit, also MHAS members, Dennis
and Lavinia Smith who kept us going in the tea/coffee and biscuits department
all day. Many thanks also to our Chairman, Martyn who gave three Lecture
Room addresses with his MHAS Power Point presentation, to a full house each
time. We made over £200 for MHAS funds.
I would like to thank all SVEC and EAPC members for sharing our last outside
MHAS event of 2015.
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Regards to all,
Bob Dunnett, Vice Chairmam

SMALL WORLD
Earlier in the year I watched the Abingdon Air Show on Planes Live TV and saw
an aerial display by Hawker Hurricane R4118. This was a new one to me so I
Googled it and found it belonged to Peter Vacher, who had discovered the
remains found in India in 1982 on the grass of a university.
It had been shipped out to India for action in the war against Japan but was never
used. Peter was a vintage car enthusiast and was actually over there looking for
a Rolls Royce car, The dismantled Hurricane caught his eye and he decided he
would like to have it rebuilt and displayed in the UK. It took a further 20 years
of negotiations to get permission to ship it home.
On arrival in the UK the job of restoring it went to Hawker Restorations of
Milden in Suffolk. ( The first coincidence ). Tony Ditheridge was the owner of
the company and an acquaintance of MHAS. The last time he was booked to
speak to us at a monthly meeting he had to cancel at the last moment because he
had to go to India to look at a Hurricane ( coincidence two )
Whilst on Google I noticed the Hurricane had been involved in WW2, in the
County of Warwick Squadron which had been at RAF Martlesham Heath and
had in fact had been fitted with the first ever canons by MHAS member 96 year
old Vic Skeet. ( four and five )
The Merlin 3 engine had been overhauled and fitted by our friend Maurice
Hammond of Hardwick Warbirds, just up the A140 ( Six ) and the linen work
had been carried out by another good MHAS friend Clive Denney of Vintage
Fabrics ( seven ).
This Hawker Hurricane with the code UP-W and numbered R4118 is the only
remaining Battle of Britain Hurricane flying and surviving anywhere.
It doesn’t stop there. On that memorable day at Duxford one of the two ground
crew who had come over to the crowd line to escort MHAS member John
Cooper and myself on to the active airfield to have a private walk around of
R4118, which was a great privilege, he informed us that he worked full time at
BT at Adastral Park, Martlesham. That makes eight coincidences.
What a day. One we will never forget and a big thank you to Peter Vacher for
giving us access to this remarkable machine.
Tarkey Barker
“HELLO, I’m from the future.” The creature announced as it jumped out of the
Large Hadron Collider. “After the Bad Thing happened life was pretty bad, but
we’ve invented the thing called Fire and now life seems pretty good. So I’ve
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